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FINAL DELIVERABLES
This report is the final documentation of the process facilitated by Forward Motion and
Ideascape to assist the Lake Oswego Adult Community Center (LOACC) to research and
revise its organization mission, vision and values statements. The process involved the
following internal and external methods: staff meetings and visioning sessions, public
meetings, a public survey, and ongoing communications/strategizing with organization
leadership. Significant efforts were made to engage LOACC volunteers, members and a
cross-section of Lake Oswego citizens in this process. For example, to be as inclusive as
possible for maximum participation in the process, notices were published in Hello LO,
invitations and a survey notice were publicized via email blasts, and staff members
conducted personal outreach to LOACC members, guests and volunteers.
Although the mission, vision and values statements are the “final products” for this
project, the LOACC staff is aware that these statements not only provide a compass for
the organization’s work but also should serve the foundation for development of a
detailed strategic plan. That plan will outline the elements of how the organization will
live up to its mission, vision and values through its programs, adaptability to changing
demographics and community needs, staffing, strategic partnerships, and facilities.
In addition to the deliverables stated below, we have included complete documentation
of the project. This includes everything from meeting notes to key communications to
survey data. This content is organized in reverse chronological order.
Mission
The Center provides citizens ways to enrich their lives.

Vision
Generations of citizens in our community come to the LOACC to have welcoming and
transformational experiences. We enrich and excite adults with programs and classes that meet
their needs and staff who create positive experiences for all.

Values
Stewardship (Caring for People and Environment)
Inspiring Connectivity (Building Community)
Creative engagement (Enriching Lives)
Based on:
 Integrity
 Honesty
 Caring
 Compassion
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Accountability
Adventure
Cleanliness
Safety
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CONTRACT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
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DOCUMENTATION (IN REVERSE CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER)
FINAL PUBLIC-STAFF PARTICIPANT MEETING NOTES – FEB. 21, 2015
Focus of session:
Mission: The Center provides citizens ways to enrich their lives.
Vision: Generations of citizens in our community come to the LOACC to have welcoming and
transformational experiences. We enrich and excite members of all ages with programs and classes that
meet community needs and staff who create positive experiences for all.
Focus questions: What do you want to see in place at LOACC in 5 to 10 years as a result of your actions?
Staff suggested changes to Vision statement (final staff meeting 2/21/15):
Generations of citizens in our community come to the LOACC to have welcoming and transformational
experiences. We enrich and excite adults with programs and classes that meet their needs and staff who
create positive experiences for all.
Initial general discussion about the mission and vision statements (focus on positive aspects only):


“Like the positive words in the statements.”



“Could change the second use of ‘community’ to residents.”



“Like ‘enriching,’ ‘welcome’ and ‘multi-generational’ aspect.”



Ann – we plan to post these in the entrance to the building.



“Like ‘transformational’ as it refers to quality of life.



“Like ‘of all ages’ because it assumes change will happen.”



“Could use ‘adults’ instead of ‘members’ to be more accurate. The Center already is inclusive by
default as adults occasionally bring children in their care.”



“We can welcome ‘all’ but tailor programs to certain age groups.”



“Adults of all ages.”



“Like ‘citizens’ in it.”



“I suggest cutting ‘members’ since that’s not accurate now.”



“Maybe the focus is good because we’re intending to be more program driven than age driven.”

Idea board content:
Note: Green text indicate high-level category and orange indicates original priority ideas
Holistic wellness
Health focus and fitness
Expanded health and wellness – groups, programs, structure
Intergenerational programming
4
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Off-site intergenerational interactions
Intergenerational programming
Family game days on Sat. or Sun. afternoons
Comprehensive volunteer program
Volunteer leverage use and connections
Enhanced hospitality
Socialize – revenue generation – nutrition – social food
Espresso bar
Modernize food program
Meal service revision – meal options, alternative service areas
Dinner services
Cooking classes for 1-2 people
Enjoyable provocative lifelong learning curriculum
Cultural programming and lifelong learning programs
Film festival (eco)
Book club
TED Talks on languages, philosophy – virtually and otherwise
Onsite garden area – raised beds, re-landscaping
Business development for entrepreneurs
Living history – mentoring, career, social skills, encore careers, match participants
Global issues – volunteer tie-in to trip/tour (wellness tour)
The academy
Ongoing assessment
Know your customers’ needs and link to customers for continuous evaluation process
Set up process to engage specific audiences
Networking with businesses and people
Addressing health issues due to media
Technical skills
Greater public awareness
Self-serving promotion
Access – bring people and awareness of LOACC
Connecting generations to farming (Luscher), sports, tennis, golf, other facilities
Expanded human services
Angie’s List model (service referral resource)
Physical outreach
Charging stations (car, device)
Taking services out of building
Holistic safe and secure access to facilities
Building expansion and/or remodel
Transportation services – walk, connections, alternative
Expand building ours – A.M. and afternoon for adults, P.M. and weekends for families
Time blocking programming appropriate to demographics
Programming age 14+
5
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Other ideas not categorized
Change awareness management system
Resource center for issues related to aging in LO
Mainstream people with dementia
High touch, high tech

LOACC MISSION & VISION PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS – JAN. 20, 2015




4000 emails; 100 Reponses
Volunteers, members, supporters, connected in some way (took class)
Values that have been developed and approved

N=100
QUESTION 1
Q1 Thank you for providing your perspective on this important LOACC work. Please review this draft
mission statement –
MISSION STATEMENT: The Center provides citizens ways to enrich their lives.
Please mark your level of agreement with the following statement:” I believe this mission statement can
guide the center towards success."
Answered: 98 Skipped: 2
Agree
Neutral
Disagree

– 68.37%
– 19.39%
– 12.24%

Clustered Comments:
 Actions (things participants want)
 Structural issues
 Wordsmithing
 Generic, Vague, etc.…
 Age issue
 Kudos to the center
 N/A
Actions (things participants want):
City needs to work toward transporting non-drivers to Tuesday and Thursday activities.
The center is not open hours that people who work full time can utilize
The location and design of the facility hinders the number of participants. Read the 6/11/07 report on
proposed Community Center and '07 A Community Vision for Aging in Lake Oswego.
Tax, computer classes very helpful to me.
LOACC will provide the space and structure to inspire adult residents to improve their health and
wellbeing through learning, networking, and collaborating.
6
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Structural issues
A mission statement should have more verbs telling what its mission is. Your draft statement describes
what you actually doing but makes no reference or link to what you intended to do (i.e., your mission).
I would prefer that the statement addresses the what, how and why.
If we don't know where we are going, how will we know when we get there?
I think you could focus this more by …or being more specific about types of serve: lifestyle support or
community connections,
Such a statement should be short, brief, and general.
Wordsmithing
Wording: provide life-enriching activities
Perhaps give some definition to "enrich"
Generic, Vague, etc.…
I am concerned that the statement is too vague.
Seems it needs to be more specific on how lives will be enriched. WHAT will be enhanced- mind, body,
spirit, living, financial, educational, ????
It is too vague…
A bit too generic
It doesn't say anything.
Too general or generic. Nothing specific about how you plan to do this.
Age issue
…plus the center targets a special age group of citizen rather than all 50+ citizens.
Citizens implies all citizens, including children. Suggest adult citizens or senior citizens.
Senior should be added
I think you could focus this more by specifying the age group served at the ACC…
Perhaps add the senior or older embers of the community.
Kudos to the center
I think the adult center is already a success.
Exercise classes and music classes are great!
Really enjoyed the walking class last fall, enjoyed the companionship
Great to meet new friends, different cultures
It does offer thing for kids and families.
N/A
Too bad. Not enough space in this box to explain what I'd like
Sounds good but the reality of restricted access of members to unused classroom space negates this.
QUESTION 2
Q2 Please review this draft vision statement –
VISION STATEMENT:
Generations of citizens in our community come to the LOACC to have warm, welcoming and
transformational experiences. We enrich, amaze, and excite members of all ages with challenging
programs and classes, a dynamic multicultural restaurant, and staff who create positive experiences for
all.
7
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Generations of citizens in our community come to the LOACC to have welcoming and transformational
experiences. We enrich and excite members of all ages with programs and classes that meet community
needs, and staff who create positive experiences for all.
Please mark your level of agreement with the following statement: "This vision statement aligns with
the mission and will serve to guide the center towards success.”
Answered: 98 Skipped: 2
Agree
Neutral
Disagree

– 56.12%
– 27.55%
– 16.33%

Clustered Comments:
 Wordsmithing & Structure
 Age issues
 Insufficiencies of the Center
 Restaurant Challenges
 Implementation challenges (non restaurant)
 Questions
 N/A or misunderstanding
 Kudos to the center
Wordsmithing & Structure
 Lots of words.
 Good thoughts, but too wordy.
 It seems a bit overstated, and
 I would change last statement to read: "and positive experiences for all created/delivered by an
engaging (or some similar word) staff.
 A vision speaks to creating a positive future outcome, not the current status quo.
 I would stop after the first sentence.
 Transformational? In what way?
 Substitute the word "engage" for "amaze".
 Experience ... Or at least add those who come to the center. Currently multicultural seems to apply
only to staff and the restaurant!
 "Generations of citizens" etc. is self-serving and backward looking. Second para seems to say what
needs to be said.
 Amaze? No excite? No enhance? Yes enrich? Yes
 Too smarmy. LOACC envisions itself as a space to build an adult community in the city of Lake
Oswego.
 There is no real unifying connection between the two. First should contain "general" specifics the
second specific specifics. Example first - The center provides support, education and enrichment for
the community with special
 Attention to senior citizen. Second - to support the adult community we provide... to educate we
provide training in.... to provide enrichment we provide programs in.
 You don't mention supportive programs and services from staff
 This is HOW you accomplish you vision. This should be the statement following you vision
statement.
8
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Age issues
 Emphasis on: all ages
 Is not clear what age persons may enroll.
 Is the ACC broadening from serving primarily the 50+ community?
 The statement makes me wonder if there will be programs for youth?
 Senior should be added
Insufficiencies of the Center
 There is not enough room to meet the needs of those who wish to gather and practice different
exercises on their own time.
 I am a new member and am in excellent physical health for my age (72) I haven’t experienced
challenge in your programs yet.
 Needs better communications by staff
 My experiences at the front desk have been less than warm and welcoming - They're usually too
busy discussing business matters with each other or answering the phone.
Restaurant Challenges
 Challenging especially if a restaurant of what proportions were to be included.
 The center is not and should not be a restaurant. Who ever composed this statement does not
understand the purpose of the LOACC. Does this statement reflect any knowledge of the restaurant
retail business, also obviously not.
Implementation challenges (non restaurant)
 Actual practical implementation of an all ages would be challenging especially if a restaurant of what
proportions were to be included.
 This vision needs a business plan.
Questions
 I don't know why the leaders do not think it is successful now?
 Does any of this mean convenient and affordable?
 Do you intend to provide for children as well?
 How far into the future is this "vision"?
 Amaze, and dynamic multicultural restaurant might take a while to achieve.
 Are there ethnic foods served in restaurant?
N/A or misunderstanding
 The opening word "Generations" make it sound
 I am a fairly new member and I have not use the center yet.
 I have only attended one event but hope to be more active & involved in the coming year 2015
 Sounds good but the reality of restricted access show this not to be a true vision.
 Broad expansionary statement,
Kudos to the center
 It's a terrific setting for a variety of programs & classes.
 Variety of services is wonderful
 My personal experience with the Center is limited to Bridge (Monday & Tuesday PM) - this is
excellent activity that I am grateful is offered by my local Adult CC.
9
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Mission Statement
A mission can be defined as “an important goal or purpose that is accompanied by strong conviction,”
and a statement can be defined as “a single sentence or assertion.”
It should state the purpose of why your business exists in a convincing manner in no more than a single
sentence, the shorter, the better, such as:
DO’S
 Create something that connects with both employees and customers
 Make it about you
 Highlight your value proposition
 Make it tangible
 Mention a specific goal
DON’TS
 Make it useless
 Make it long
 Make it generic
 Make it confusing
EXAMPLE OF A BAD MISSION STATEMENT: GENERAL MOTORS
“G.M. is a multinational corporation engaged in socially responsible operations, worldwide. It is
dedicated to provide products and services of such quality that our customers will receive superior value
while our employees and business partners will share in our success and our stockholders will receive a
sustained superior return on their investment.”
EXAMPLE OF A GOOD MISSION STATEMENT: NIKE
“To bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the world.”
VISION STATEMENT
Start by defining what the word vision means. It is “the act of anticipating that which will be or may
come to be.”
So, what impact do you envision your business having on the world once you’ve achieved your vision?
Now that you’re thinking that far down the road about your business, put it as an assertion. You can
have more than a single sentence for this one, but we don’t recommend going over three at most. Gloss
it over to make sure that anyone who comes in its proximity feels any one of the following emotions;
inspiration, hope, commitment, and awe.
Just like the mission statement above, here are so do’s and don’ts along with some examples:
DO’S
 Make it compelling
 Make it detailed
 Paint the intended end outcome
 Highlight why your company exists
 Make it the outcome of your mission statement
DON’TS



Make it bland
Make it generic
10
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Make it uninspiring
Make it obviously unreasonable

EXAMPLE OF A BAD VISION STATEMENT: DELL
“To be the most successful computer company in the world at delivering the best customer experience
in markets we serve.”
EXAMPLE OF A GOOD VISION STATEMENT: AMAZON
"Our vision is to be earth's most customer centric company; to build a place where people can come to
find and discover anything they might want to buy online."
SURVEY DATA SNAPSHOTS

11
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NCOAA FEEDBACK TO ANN ADRIAN – NOV. 26, 2014
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VISION DEVELOPMENT NOTES – NOV. 26, 2014
"Sustain, enhance and transform the quality of life for the community."
The Center engages, enriches and cares for our citizens and community. (I like this one very
much)
Vision Draft
The LOACC is the cornerstone for inspiring and enriching life-long experiences.
Then I decided to see if I could replace enrich with something else so:
The Center is the cornerstone for celebrating life-long experiences
The Center is the cornerstone for inspiring and generative life-long experiences.
Values
Stewardship (Caring for People and Environment)
Inspiring Connectivity (Building Community)
Creative engagement (Enriching Lives)

16
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From: D&M Freeman
Sent: November 19, 2014 9:27 AM
To: Adrian, Ann
CC: Shane Sasnow
Subject: Re: meeting and notes
Hi Ann,
I thought we had a very productive meeting yesterday. And Maria did a fabulous job with the notes.
Below are some thoughts/questions that I hope can be helpful. When writing these, don't feel pressure
to get it exactly on target right off. I write many versions of statements and then mix and match pieces
to come up with the wording that makes me feel good. Another important trick I use is to put myself in
the shoes of my audience to ask, "How do I interpret this information coming from the LOACC?" I'm
happy to take a look at some drafts any time and provide feedback. Also, if you feel like you're hitting
the wall on this we can chat about it by phone or even get together for a short time to kick things
around.
Draft mission statement
"Sustain, enhance and transform the quality of life for the community."
• "Enhance" and "transform" are close in meaning/purpose. Are both words needed? (Enhance likely
would be perceived as positive.)
• If transform is retained, would you like to qualify it as "positively transform" for clarity? How do you
think citizens would interpret your use of transform—controlling/manipulative or well-meaning
change?
• Is the word "community" meaningful enough? Or are you really serving the "members of our/the
community" or "individuals?"
• Does this statement reflect how the LOACC is committed to responsiveness to the needs of the
community and how it embraces inevitable and necessary change?
• Does this statement easily inspire a list of values? If so, that's a good sign that it's on target.
• Once you establish the wording that captures your mission, can you say that it is the foundation of
everything the LOACC does and the role of everyone who works and volunteers there? If so, you
have a meaningful mission statement and are taking ownership of it.
Values
• Core values are sort of the "rules you live by" and apply to everything you do. Does the current list
fulfill that promise?
• Think from the perspective of your audience and ask if you're missing anything.
• Are each of these values fully supporting your mission statement? Do they aligned?
• What do you value about the work you do and the impact that work has on individuals' lives?
• If your members were surveyed, would these be the types of words they would use to describe your
function in the community and, most importantly, how they'd describe the
actions/behaviors/image of your staff and volunteers?
Vision
• If the LOACC were to perform its function perfectly, how would you describe the results? What would
be the impact on the community?
• What is it you ideally wish to achieve? What's your ultimate goal?
• You want to be realistic (you can't eliminate hunger, homelessness, unhappiness, illness, etc.) but you
can have a vision that really pushes the assumed boundaries of "being realistic." More is
possible than we typically imagine. Can you devise a vision that sets the bar high?
17
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VISION DEVELOPMENT NOTES – NOV. 18, 2014
Inspire
Welcoming
Celebrate
Contribute
Enrich
Quality
Service
Energetic
Dynamic
Wellness

Aspire
Nurture
Accommodating
Upbeat
Respectful
Holistic
Intergenerational
Community
Results
Inspiring
Welcoming
Changing
Contribute
Service
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Necessary
Food
Focal Point
Community
Contribution
Holistic
All Encompassing
Everybody
Ever Changing
Learning
Growth
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The Mission of the LO(A)CC is to…
-

Enhance community well being
& provide service to those in need
& provide support residence (to our community)

Sustain, enhance & transform (the quality of life) for the community
Of Over People The
Short/Simple
Action Oriented
Embraces levels of change
All about the community

Commonwealth
Hamlet

Lake Oswego
People
Citizens
Families & Individuals
Users
Society
Colony
Tribe
Village
Stomping ground
Body
Politics
Public

FUTURE VISION WORKSHEET – OCT. 21, 2014
Lake Oswego Adult Community Center
Future Vision Worksheet
20
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Work Session: Mission
A mission describes whom the organization serves and what they do for them.
Current Mission: The LOACC is a community focal point that celebrates aging through creative, inspiring
and exciting opportunities that promote independence, as well as physical and emotional wellness.
Whom should the LOACC serve?
What should the LOACC provide for them (products, services, experiences, outcomes, etc.)? …and why?
1.
2.
3.
Work Session: Vision Statement & Goals
A vision statement describes the ideal future state as if it already exists, in present tense. Visionary goals
are what must be created to make the vision real.
Current Vision Statement: The Center provides a dynamic, friendly and indispensable venue for the
community.
How might you change the current vision statement (add to it, take away from it, etc.)?
What would you like to see in place at LOACC in 5-10 years?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Work Session: Values
An organization’s values are the principles and standards they hold.
Values guide behavior, decision-making, and action.
Current values:
 Integrity
 Honesty
 Caring
 Compassion
 Accountability
 Adventure
 Cleanliness
What are the top 3 values LOACC should hold?
1.
Behavior or Action that would demonstrate this value:
21
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2.
Behavior or Action that would demonstrate this value:
3.
Behavior or Action that would demonstrate this value:
What Else?
Please write anything else you wish LOACC to consider as we develop the vision of our future:

Lake Oswego Adult Community Center
Future Vision Worksheet Data
Work Session: Mission
A mission describes whom the organization serves and what they do for them.
Current Mission: The LOACC is a community focal point that celebrates aging through creative, inspiring
and exciting opportunities that promote independence, as well as physical and emotional wellness.
Whom should the LOACC serve?
1. A gathering place for the 50+ community that fosters independence and strengthens physical
and emotional well-being.
2. People 50[SS1]+
3. Seniors – at least 50+ for anyone who wants to come
4. Adults 50 and over in the L.O. Community
5. Adults – 40 to 50 (fifty is the new 40[SS2]!)
6. Primarily 50+ with inclusion of all age groups in specific events
7. Adults[SS3]
8. Entire Adult Community
9. The Community no age limits[SS4][SS5]
What should the LOACC provide for them (products, services, experiences, outcomes, etc.)? …and why?
Clustered Topics (# = number of support ideas)
 Learning, culture and personal growth (7)
 Social Opportunities & Events – Community (7)
 Health, Fitness, Wellness & Aging (5)
 Opportunities to contribute (3)
 Support groups (3)
 Services (2)
 Recreation (2)
Cluster groups data:
Learning, culture and personal growth (7)
 Academic classes – high culture (i.e. museums)
22
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 Lifelong learning/adult classes
 Learning opportunities
 Academic classes, increased cultural opportunities
 Continuing education
 Cultural (arts, wine, walk, culinary, fashion) – One day events- Travel programs (international)
 Learning Opportunities
Social Opportunities & Events – Community (7)
 Structure and person to coordinate storytelling night, open mic –song, poem etc..
 A safe warm space for events
 Community – sense of place, welcoming, hospitable
 Social engagement/Sense of Community
 A sense of being part of the community
 Social engagement
 Social (recreational) activities to engage in social interaction
Health, Fitness, Wellness & Aging (5)
 Broader fitness facility (to attract the newly retired)
 Fitness, health and wellness – nurturing a sense of community
 wellness/independence
 Mental and physical wellness and good food
 Programs that deal with aging in a positive way
Opportunities to contribute (3)
 Opportunities to learn and contribute
 Social needs of all adults – outreach to the community
 Partner with community group (i.e. AA or single parents etc…)
Support groups (3)
 Wellness (support group) activities; fitness, health, wellness to maintain independence
 Support Groups for health related issues
 support groups for health issues
Services (2)
 Human Services – wellness and interdependence – connect to resources
 Human service for support
Recreation (2)
 Recreational opportunities
 Recreational activities for social interaction
Work Session: Vision Statement & Goals
A vision statement describes the ideal future state as if it already exists, in present tense. Visionary goals
are what must be created to make the vision real.
Current Vision Statement: The Center provides a dynamic, friendly and indispensable venue for the
community[SS6].
How might you change the current vision statement (add to it, take away from it, etc.)?
DRAFT VISION STATEMENT[SS7]
The LOACC is an all encompassing, fun, dynamic, indispensable, friendly, open, welcoming meeting place
and building where we connect to celebrate our lives and contribute to our community together, with
lots of people. It has holistic high quality services and an up beat, non-judgmental, energetic, receptive,
23
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respectful, accommodating, nurturing staff with positive attitudes, who provide great customer service.
We provide on-going and ever-changing opportunities for adults to connect to the intergenerational LO
community through the staff, child-care, good food, and the coffee shop.
1. Center provides welcoming and up beat presence to all coming into the center and provide high
quality services.
2. Words: on-going basis, accommodating, respectful, ever-changing, holistic, nurturing
3. Provide opportunities for adults to connect to the greater community. (We would like to addThat all LO residents are aware of the benefits/services of the LOACC.
4. Take away dynamic and indispensable – The ACC provides a place to connect in celebrating our
lives in our community together.
5. Provide opportunity for contribution, a welcome meeting place.
6. Intergenerational, Physically welcoming building that is all encompassing (kitchen, art studies,
exercise)
7. Fun, staffed, child care in space available, coffee shop. Note: When one adds a number 50+ it
limits.
8. Welcoming, open, upbeat, good food, non-judgmental, receptive, positive attitudes, customer
service, lots of people, more energy of staff
What would you like to see in place at LOACC in 5-10 years?
CLUSTERS[SS8]
 Social: Celebration of life – Community contribution (7)
 Culture/Climate in the org (4)
 Volunteer opportunities (4)
 Intergenerational (3)
 Branding (3)
 Direction & Vision (3)
 Learning & growth opportunities (3)
 New Facilities (2)
 Expanded hours (2)
 Maintain the status quo (1)
CLUSTER DATA
Social: Celebration of life – Community contribution (7)
 A place to connect
 Poker nights
 More social opportunities
 Together as a community
 Celebrating life
 The human experience, a place to contribute to each other’s lives
 Events that bring in the community as a whole.
Culture/Climate in the org (4)
 Hustle and bustle with discussions and laughter
 Time flies with comradely and laughter
 More usage
 Culture of deep respect and positive engagement with each other (+ various ages)
Volunteer opportunities (4)
24
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Better use of volunteers run at the front desk
Better use of volunteers
Promote volunteer opportunities to support ACC.
Adult center volunteer groups out in the community. Not a central location but spread out
through the community.
Intergenerational (3)
 Intergenerational activities, experiences
 Broader reach of programs (intergenerational) that can still cater to seniors (i.e. headsets for a
cooking class that be checked out)
 Intergenerational adults
Branding (3)
 Re-brand (i.e. “community center”
 Increased visibility
 Improve image and branding that stresses the full range of dynamic activities and opportunities.
Direction & Vision (3)
 More relevant
 A new director with more vision
 Implement new (or repurposed) ideas
Learning & growth opportunities (3)
 Expansion for new trends issues
 Travel
 Speakers/learning experiences
New Facilities (2)
 Pool
 New facilities (may be part of a larger community center)
Expanded hours (2)
 Expanded hours – evening and Sat. to accommodate families
 Expansion of activities into the evening to fit various lifestyles
Maintain the status quo (1)
 Maintaining current activities –
Work Session: Values
An organization’s values are the principles and standards they hold.
Values guide behavior, decision-making, and action.
Current values:
 Integrity
 Honesty
 Caring
 Compassion
 Accountability
 Adventure
 Cleanliness
What are the top 3 values LOACC should hold?
Clusters[SS9]
 Human Connection
 Altruism & Stewardship
25
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Provide for Community
Accountability
Positivity
Living Well

Human Connection
 Relationships,
 Active outreach to elders, customer service.
c. Caring and compassion.
a. Open doors to all adults, human services
e. Inclusion
a. Inclusion, open the center to the community
g. Inclusive
a. Facility to serve all, Input from all recipients, safe, all decades 50-100+, physically accessible
e. Inspiration
b. Inspiring the community through activities
g. Genuine connections
c. Intergenerational, listen to recipient need
Altruism & Stewardship
e. Compassion
a. Compassion, human services
f. Compassion
b. Caring
a. Having programs that mirror the needs of the community and providing a
compassionate, friendly, inviting environment
i. Safe place
a. Open, non-judgmental, communicate, share information
c. Good Stewards of the community’s resources and people
a. Quality human services, fiscally responsible. For example, Ryan is in charge of natural
areas and he has to be a good steward which means he protects the natural areas,
provides a place for people to connect with nature, education, and cost, he takes it all
into account.
Provide for Community
d. Meet the needs of the adult community
c. Relevant
a. Moving forwards while keep our connection to the past.
b. d. Provide community environment
b. Cleanliness
a. Maintaining a clean, healthy environment that is safe for individuals with compromised
immune systems. Having cleaning products (hand wipes, hand sanitizer) readily
available (already in place)
i. Good effective communication
a. Between staff of all levels, verbally and in print
Accountability
b. Accountability
26
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a. Transparent reporting of activities, finances, actions etc.. and being open to answering
questions from various publics (open-door policy)
b. f. Accountability
c. h. Trustworthy
Positivity
Positive!
a. “Hello” to everyone walking into the building,
i. Customer service
a. Welcome all who come, greet with a smile
Living Well
h. Wellness
h. Fun
b. Parties
d. Improve health and wellness
a. Provide excellence and quality in all services rendered in the community
f. Adventure
a. Discovery, growth, participation, dynamic, celebration, inspiration, purpose, contribution
What Else?
Please write anything else you wish LOACC to consider as we develop the vision of our future:
a. Continue to ask the questions.
b. Leadership of the center, the current leadership drives the center in a positive direction.
c. Thank you for opening this up to the public. We would like the opportunity to have a follow up
meeting got review and discuss before finalizing. Survey broader community. Hasn’t been done
in 10+ years. Things change.
d. Research options for grandparent’s ability to participate in classes and/or interact with others at
the center, i.e. 2 hours of free childcare. Consider that the space, set up of building is inhibiting
use of ACC?

SCRAP PAPER MEETING NOTES 1 – OCT. 16, 2014
Is a…






Community focal point
Celebrates ageing
Creative, inspiring, exciting opportunities
Promote independence
Physical and emotional wellness

Needs Analysis
1. Anticipate growth in Boomer population
2. What are needs of aging community – cognitive decline
3. Are needs changing? If so how? (e.g. medical care)
4. What would you like to see ACC do that it is not doing now?
5. What can the ACC do to improve?
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Revenue needs
Decrease dependence on m…? funding
Need new strategic plan – short time horizon
Used to have more classes, education – retired professors
PCC classes too expensive
Adult Ed, more needed

1.
2.
3.
4.

Adult recreational opportunities
Lifelong learning
Adult education
Wellness

Adults 50 and over in the LO community
Barb Jaeger
 Let them know of social engagement opportunities
 Transportation for docs (Dr. appointments?), library
 Add times of activities
Succeed by:
 Meet changing needs of the LO adult community
 Social networking, fraternity, sense of community
 Image-branding







Recreational - ?
Arts, Crafts
Social sense of family
Inclusive and ? support
Independence
Life-long learning







Community focal point
Celebrate ageing
Inspiring opportunities
Promote independence
Physical and emotional wellness



It has created a culture that embodies succinct truthful heartfelt conversations to fulfill
unique personal identities and interest
Visibility
Expanded hours
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Celebrate
Inspire
Wellness
Better services, quality (target market)
Mandatory membership
Recruit members






Trustworthy
Competitive
Reliable
Honest

29

Vital to our humanity that who we are is a contributor








Chasm between younger and older
Communication and understanding
Social media – get together
Words we use and words they use
HS students
Vital to our humanity
Inspiring







HS volunteers
Kids sometimes
Full serve restaurant 5-6 days a week
Storytelling
How do I keep growing?











Inspiring and exciting opportunities
Knitting
Card playing
Cooking classes
People sharing their skills and knowledge
Tutoring
Computer classes
Warmly greeted
Square dancing







Celebrate ageing
Creative, inspiring opportunities
Promoting independence, wellness
Opportunities to grow
Brain activity
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Inviting, welcoming
Story telling night
Open mic night
Knitting
Add different ages to interact
Stir it up night
Contests
Contemplative quiet time room

A busy energetic group- all involved in various activities. Warm and people are energized




Who to serve and how to serve them
How people can feel like they are contributing
How people can interact











Adventure – Discovery, Growth, Dynamic, Celebration, Inspiration
Inspiring connectivity
Community interaction
Participation
Purpose
Contribution
Vital to our humanity and human experience
Compassion
Meeting ourselves through each other








Olive said we need more philosophical classes
All adults 18 and older
All Lo residents are aware of the benefits and services of the LOACC
Board games-Pictionary, Outburst
Can we get some seniors to do a corn hole tournament with HS students? Seniors v. Seniors
Don’t advertise 50+, we are really limiting ourselves.

Email Notes
This person pasted some articles and a quote
Perfect Pairing: Young People Teaching Seniors About Technology
"Seniors who feel like today's technology has left them in the dust are hitching a ride with a
philanthropic gaggle of students who, in their spare time, are helping older generations return to
the fast lane with their iPods, iPads, smart phones and computers. A group of teenagers who never
knew a world before computers launched Wired for Connections/Mentor Up...designed to help
senior citizens understand the basics of modern-day devices." Incredible stories are surfacing from
30
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these interactions. For example, the teens helped a 93-year-old man contact a Jewish friend he used
to protect from bullying just before World War II and enabled a 69-year-old artist to find
photographs of Monet's garden in Paris which she has dreamed of seeing all her life. Sean Butler,
the 16-year-old who initiated this program, insists: "I've learned more during these sessions than
I've taught...for me, just talking with them and learning their stories is what draws me back every
time." { read more }
Be The Change
If you feel comfortable with technology, ask an elder in your life if there is a technology you can
help them learn. If you do not feel comfortable with technology, reach out to a loved one and give
them an opportunity to share some of their knowledge with you.
Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays
young. The greatest thing in life is to keep your mind young.
- Henry Ford –














Mission, vision, values. This is just standard rubric for consultants. There are way too many
buzzwords that inhibit critical thinking.
The contribution of time to the project by the members and users should be valued and not just
given lip service. Public participation is critical if LOACC is to be relevant to the community.
Who are LOACC’s members or users right now? It looks like really old senior citizens. 26% are
85+, 29% are 70-79, 27% are 55-69, 5.4% are younger than 55, and 11% are unknown. Is that
because of the meals on wheels program? The more important question is whether LOACC
wants to change that mix or merely to expand the users in all age groups?
What are the products and services provided by LOACC right now? [See the matrix of onsite
and outreach products and services.] First year psychology majors know that people are
attracted to activities that give them pleasure.
Without prompting several people expressed a desire for a return of formal classes about
serious matters. Would that be active co-learner sessions or the traditional pedagogy? Should
LOACC be merely a social club or cheap county club for seniors? Resounding “no” to the last
question. Should it be a place—like a country club—where business development activities
occur? Again, a resounding “no.”
Some values: fun, wellness, inspiration, safety, security. A fun place to gather with friends to
enrich your body and soul. Two really good suggestions: free grandchild care for an hour or
two and a coffee shop like Starbucks
Is location (place) a problem? It is hard to find and there is no access via public transportation.
Any alternatives? What about satellite facilities?
Should LOACC expand into virtual space? Would seniors connect & engage in online?
Is the “venue” (that is, the facilities) a problem? The stairs are an obstacle, the elevator is not
obvious, the rooms are small, and generally, the space is chopped up and doesn’t flow. Is any
renovation practical with public and/or private money? The parking lot is too dark for seniors
to use at night. The primary things that inform the daily life of a senior citizen are safety and
security. How does LOACC accomplish that with onsite services?
Is the demographic (50+) a problem? Why are the majority of users so very old? What attracts
them? Does that repulse a potential younger user group? Do you care? Can LOACC be more fun
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to attract a younger crowd? Would a younger membership create a more sustainable operation?
Would you have to change the mix of activities to appeal to a younger membership?
Dawn from P&R wanted to lower the minimum age to 40+ and to make the newsletter
attractive to younger people. Would that increase membership or usage significantly? Would
the mix of products & services have to be changed to make LOACC relevant to a younger
membership?
Are the products & services a problem? What makes members want to come to LOACC? Why do
people become members? Why do people not become members? Is it the stigma of being an
“old folks” place? What products are not up to par? What services are missing or not up to par?
Are meals on wheels counted as use? Why is LOACC providing meals on wheels? Is that
“mission-critical?”
Is communication of existence, products & services (that is, marketing & sales) effective? What
is the value proposition from user’s perspective?
We talked about free child care for a limited time and a coffee shop as amenities that would
attract users.

My group in particular got stuck with the Vision portion. I didn’t write anything down like he had
asked, but here were some of my thoughts I had while driving to work this morning.
Vision
 To meet the needs of the Adult Community in Lake Oswego
 To provide a variety of programs to the Adult Community
 To produce results (in particular with Fitness) but this can be with all classes

SCRAP PAPER MEETING NOTES 2 – OCT. 16, 2014
We are (vision) – what we can be in the future
LOACC is a fun place to gather with friends, a focal point where we celebrate aging, promote
independence, and contribute to our community to enrich our body and soul. It is filled with vital
humanity and a variety of programs and activities that produce results, are inspiring, energetic,
warm, and meet the needs of the Adult community in LO. All LO residents are aware of the benefits
and services of the LOACC.
 Community focal point
 Celebrates ageing
 Promote independence
 Vital to our humanity that who we are is a contributor
 HS students
 Vital to our humanity
 Inspiring
 A busy energetic group- all involved in various activities. Warm and people are energized
 All Lo residents are aware of the benefits and services of the LOACC
 To meet the needs of the Adult Community in Lake Oswego
 To provide a variety of programs to the Adult Community
 To produce results (in particular with Fitness) but this can be with all classes
 A fun place to gather with friends to enrich your body and soul
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We provide (mission) – what participants would like to see
 Education & learning
 Qualities of opportunities
 Wellness & Health (independence)
 New Facility
 Community
 Awareness: marketing, branding, & sales
 Accessibility
Education & learning
 formal classes about serious matters
(co-learning sessions or traditional
pedagogy)
 Used to have more classes, education –
retired professors
 Adult Ed, more needed
 Lifelong learning
 Adult education
 Arts, Crafts
 Storytelling
 Life-long learning
 Knitting
 Card playing
 Cooking classes
 People sharing their skills and
knowledge
 Tutoring
 Computer classes
 Square dancing
 Brain activity
 Story telling night
 Open mic night
 Stir it up night
 Contests
 Knitting
 Can we get some seniors to do a corn
hole tournament with HS students?
Seniors v. Seniors
 Perfect Pairing: Young People Teaching
Seniors About Technology
 free grandchild care for an hour or two
 Olive said we need more philosophical
classes
 Board games-Pictionary, Outburst
33

Qualities of opportunities
 Creative, inspiring, exciting opportunities
 How do I keep growing?
 Inspiring and exciting opportunities
 Celebrate ageing
 Creative, inspiring opportunities
 Opportunities to grow
 Inviting, welcoming
Wellness & Health (independence)
 Physical and emotional wellness
 Adult recreational opportunities
 Wellness
 Independence
 Promoting independence, wellness
New Facility
 Library
 Full serve restaurant 5-6 days a week
 A coffee shop like Starbucks
 Contemplative quiet time room
Community
 Social sense of family
 Inclusive and supportive
 Warmly greeted
 Add different ages to interact
Awareness: marketing, branding, & sales
 Visibility
 Social media – get together
 Words we use and words they use
Accessibility
 Transportation for docs (Dr. appointments?),
 Expanded hours
Needs Analysis (issues and challenges)
 Age/demographic issues
 Needs of the community
 Organizational improvement
 Awareness
 Services, products and programs
 Facilities issues
 Issues in community that will impact LOACC
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Age/demographic issues
 Chasm between younger and older
 Anticipate growth in Boomer population
 Dawn from P&R wanted to lower the minimum age to 40+ and to make the newsletter
attractive to younger people.
 Would that increase membership or usage significantly?
 Would the mix of products & services have to be changed to make LOACC relevant to a younger
membership?
Needs of the community
 What are needs of aging community – cognitive decline
 Are needs changing? If so how? (e.g. medical care)
 What would you like to see ACC do that it is not doing now?
 Meet changing needs of the LO adult community
Organizational improvement
 What can the ACC do to improve?
 Revenue needs
 Decrease dependence on m…? Funding
 Need new strategic plan – short time horizon
Awareness
 Social networking, fraternity, sense of community
 Image-branding
 Is communication of existence, products & services (that is, marketing & sales) effective? What
is the value proposition from user’s perspective?
Services, products and programs
 Are the products & services a problem? What makes members want to come to LOACC? Why
do people become members? Why do people not become members? Is it the stigma of being
an “old folks” place? What products are not up to par? What services are missing or not up to
par?
 Are meals on wheels counted as use? Why is LOACC providing meals on wheels? Is that
“mission-critical?”
 Better services, quality (target market)
Facilities issues
 The stairs are an obstacle, the elevator is not obvious, the rooms are small, and generally, the
space is chopped up and doesn’t flow. Is any renovation practical with public and/or private
money? The parking lot is too dark for seniors to use at night. The primary things that inform
the daily life of a senior citizen are safety and security. How does LOACC accomplish that with
onsite services?
Issues in community that will impact LOACC
 PCC classes too expensive
Who we serve (mission)
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Adults 50 and over in the LO community
HS volunteers
Kids sometimes
All adults 18 and older
Don’t advertise 50+, we are really limiting ourselves.
Is the demographic (50+) a problem? Why are the majority of users so very old? What attracts
them? Does that repulse a potential younger user group? Do you care? Can LOACC be more fun
to attract a younger crowd? Would a younger membership create a more sustainable
operation? Would you have to change the mix of activities to appeal to a younger membership?

Values?
 Celebrate
 Inspire
 Wellness
 Trustworthy
 Competitive
 Reliable
 Honest
 Communication and understanding
 Adventure – Discovery, Growth, Dynamic, Celebration, Inspiration
 Inspiring connectivity
 Community interaction
 Participation
 Purpose
 Contribution
 Vital to our humanity and human experience
 Compassion
 Meeting ourselves through each other
 Fun,
 Wellness,
 Inspiration,
 Safety,
 Security.
 It has created a culture that embodies succinct truthful heartfelt conversations to fulfill unique
personal identities and interest
Actions we might take



Mandatory membership
Recruit members

Questions to ask and discuss
 Who to serve and how to serve them?
 How people can feel like they are contributing?
 How people can interact?
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Who are LOACC’s members or users right now?
How have they changed over time and what does this mean for the future?
How have your current programs impacted membership (e.g. How has meals on wheels
impacted membership? What about other programs in the organization and outside of it?)
Does LOACC want to change that mix or merely to expand the users in all age groups?
What are the products and services provided by LOACC right now?
Which of them give the members the most value (pleasure, information, etc.)?
Is location (place) a problem? Any alternatives? What about satellite facilities?
Is the “venue” (that is, the facilities) a problem?
Should LOACC expand into virtual space? Would seniors connect & engage in online?

My response to the email sent in:
 Mission, vision, values. This is just standard rubric for consultants. There are way too many
buzzwords that inhibit critical thinking.
 My response to this: This was the same guy that expressed his disagreement with our approach in
the meeting. He is correct, mission, vision, and values are standard rubric (which means established
custom, titles, headings, and categories)…for strategic planning. They help us identify, discuss, and
develop key elements that help the organization understand why it exists, who it serves, what it
does for them, how they will behave, and what future they are aiming for. I am sad that he makes
these elements sound like a negative. They are simply structures we use to better understand what
we are doing and to focus our conversations.
 The contribution of time to the project by the members and users should be valued and not just
given lip service. Public participation is critical if LOACC is to be relevant to the community.
 We are engaging public participation, so this is a good comment, and I can only imagine this person
is concerned about “lip service” because they have encountered a lot of community, government,
and organizational processes that bring people together just to bring people together so the legal
mandate can be met (you must check the box to move forward). This is obviously not the case in this
situation. I am very happy we have the opportunity to engage the community and most certainly
value their time.
 The rest of this email generates a number of questions that we can discuss, if they are relevant to
the work we are currently doing (many of them are great strategic questions, but they are out of the
scope of what we are currently doing).
 I’ve sorted the comments and pulled out the questions I think are relevant:
Comment of interest
Should LOACC be merely a social club or cheap county club for seniors? Resounding “no” to the last
question. Should it be a place—like a country club—where business development activities occur?
Again, a resounding “no.”

PUBLIC OUTREACH MEETING (DOUG FREEMAN) OCT. 14, 2015
Background:


It’s been six years since a staff-only developed vision, mission and values statement was
developed. No updates have occurred since then.

Questions at meeting kickoff:
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Does the LOACC need to make money from programs?
o



Yes; last plan was developed 3 years ago.

What is the current membership and any trends?
o



Yes.

Is a process for strategic planning in place?
o



Specifics are unknown, but approx. 25% are 50+ and that percent may be increasing.

Has the LOACC always been a department of LO P&R?
o



Must recover 125% of fees; apply for grants for new initiatives/programs but that
funding is not for sustainability.

What are the demographics of LOACC users?
o



38

Membership is steady at about 1,300 but there are approx. 4,000 local users, volunteers
and staff.

What is the history of classes at LOACC?
o

In the past, there were many more “serious” classes such as those provided by PCC but
the funding model was not sustainable; currently, there are more “recreational” type
classes.

Observations and notes from table groups:


Is this an “adult” center or a “senior center?”
o

How should these terms be defined?



An assumption is that users are retired, but that’s not really the case.



What would be the value of more inclusion as far as age range for users is concerned?
o



Represent the community better and allow intergenerational experiences.

What’s the value of membership when you have nearly 3,000 non-members using the
facility/programs and even members must pay for each activity/program?
o

Many don’t know how those funds are used.



Issues regarding aging are very important but are they being addressed adequately in programs
and services?



Could mobility of current/potential users be address better?
o



A growing number of folks are driving less but would like to be active through the
LOACC.

Key words/phrases overheard:
o

LOACC must stress adaptability

o

Need to be in touch with the community

o

Respect is critical

o

Create/support a culture
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o

Responsive

o

Nurture a multi-generational “family”

o

Participate

o

Build relationships

o

Aging issues

o

Younger generations are not joiners, so will adult centers become obsolete or change
dramatically in function?

o

Better communication between the LOACC and community

o

Support for single seniors

o

Challenges with change and addressing it

o

Innovative ways to reach out to citizens

o

All communications state “50+” so is that true or even the right approach?

o

Inadequate follow-up by staff to people on wait lists for programs/activities

o

Must focus services

o

Maybe need a “one stop shopping” lead to contact for questions/needs regarding
resources

o

Need for individual counseling, especially on aging and care issues

o

Creative approaches

o

Visit the LOACC just to be around other people vs. attending events or participating in
programs

o

Volunteer opportunities through the Center

o

Adult enrichment

o

Programs/activities involving kids for exposure to older adults and leveraging their
energy

o

Increase visibility of the LOACC in the community; market it better

o

Serve as a connector for people, community aspects and city departments

o

What are other adult centers doing?

o

Liaison to county and state contacts and programs

o

Participation trends for various programs/services?

FUTURE VISION WORKSHEET – OCT. 16, 2014
Work Session: Mission
A mission describes whom the organization serves and what they do for them.
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Current Mission: The LOACC is a community focal point that celebrates aging through creative, inspiring
and exciting opportunities that promote independence, as well as physical and emotional wellness.
Whom should the LOACC serve?
People 50+
Adults
Entire Adult Community
Adults 50 and over in the L.O. Community
The Community no age limits
Primarily 50+ with inclusion of all age groups in specific events
A gathering place for the 50+ community that fosters independence and strengthens physical and
emotional well-being.
Adults – 40 to 50 (fifty is the new 40!)
Seniors – at least 50+ for anyone who wants to come

What should the LOACC provide for them (products, services, experiences, outcomes, etc.)? …and
why?
1.
a. Learning opportunities and support groups for health issues
b. Social (recreational) activities to engage in social interaction
c. Human Services – wellness and interdependence – connect to resources
d. Recreational opportunities
e. Human service for support
f. A safe warm space for events
g. Programs that deal with aging in a positive way
h. Community – sense of place, welcoming, hospitable
i. Social engagement/Sense of Community
2.
a. A sense of being part of the community
b. Wellness (support group) activities; fitness, health, wellness to maintain independence
c. Academic classes – high culture (i.e. museums)
d. Lifelong learning/adult classes
e. Recreational activities for social interaction
f. Opportunities to learn and contribute
g. Broader fitness facility (to attract the newly retired)
h. Academic classes, increased cultural opportunities
i. Learning Opportunities/Support Groups for health related issues
3.
a. Social engagement
b. Expansion of activities into the evening to fit various lifestyles
c. Social needs of all adults – outreach to the community
d. Fitness, health and wellness – nurturing a sense of community
e. Continuing education/wellness/independence
f. Structure and person to coordinate storytelling night, open mic –song, poem etc..
g. Cultural (arts, wine, walk, culinary, fashion) – One day events- Travel programs (international)
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h. Partner with community group (i.e. AA or single parents etc…)
i. Mental and physical wellness and good food
Work Session: Vision Statement & Goals
A vision statement describes the ideal future state as if it already exists, in present tense. Visionary goals
are what must be created to make the vision real.
Current Vision Statement: The Center provides a dynamic, friendly and indispensable venue for the
community.
How might you change the current vision statement (add to it, take away from it, etc.)?
Center provides welcoming and up beat presence to all coming into the center and provide high quality
services.
Words: on-going basis, accommodating, respectful, ever-changing, holistic, nurturing
Provide opportunities for adults to connect to the greater community. (We would like to add- That all
LO residents are aware of the benefits/services of the LOACC.
Nothing written down
Take away dynamic and indispensable – The ACC provides a place to connect in celebrating our lives in
our community together.
Provide opportunity for contribution, a welcome meeting place.
Intergenerational, Physically welcoming building that is all encompassing (kitchen, art studies, exercise)
Fun, staffed, child cave in space available, coffee shop. Note: When one adds a number 50+ it limits.
Welcoming, open, upbeat, good food, non-judgmental, receptive, positive attitudes, customer service,
lots of people, more energy of staff
What would you like to see in place at LOACC in 5-10 years?
1.
a. Nothing written down
b. Intergenerational activities, experiences
c. Intergenerational adults
d. Improve image and branding that stresses the full range of dynamic activities and opportunities.
e. Celebrating life
f. The human experience, a place to contribute to each other’s lives
g. New facilities (may be part of a larger community center)
h. Culture of deep respect and positive engagement with each other (+ various ages)
i. A new director with more vision
2.
a. Nothing written down
b. Speakers/learning experiences
c. Hustle and bustle with discussions and laughter
d. Promote volunteer opportunities to support ACC.
e. Pool, more social opportunities, more relevant, travel
f. Nothing written down
g. Broader reach of programs (intergenerational) that can still cater to seniors (i.e. headsets for a
cooking class that be checked out)
h. increased visibility
i. More usage
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3.
a. Nothing written down
b. Maintaining current activities – expansion for new trends issues
c. Time flies with comradery and laughter
d. Poker nights
e. Together as a community
f. Nothing written down
g. Nothing written down
h. Re-brand (i.e. “community center”
i. Implement new (or repurposed) ideas
4.
a. Nothing written down
b. Events that bring in the community as a whole.
c. Adult center volunteer groups out in the community. Not a central location but spread out through
the community.
d. Nothing written down
e. A place to connect
f. Nothing written down
g. Nothing written down
h. Expanded hours – evening and Sat. to accommodate families
1. Better use of volunteers
5. No one saw #5 on the back page, so it was left blank by all.
Work Session: Values
An organization’s values are the principles and standards they hold.
Values guide behavior, decision-making, and action.
Current values:
Integrity
Honesty
Caring
Compassion
Accountability
Adventure
Cleanliness

What are the top 3 values LOACC should hold?
1.
a. Relationships, Promotion, Positive!
b. Accountability
c. Caring and compassion.
d. Meet the needs of the adult community
e. Inclusion
f. Compassion
g. Nothing written down
h. Wellness
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i. Customer service
Behavior or Action that would demonstrate this value:
“Hello” to everyone walking into the building, active outreach to elders, customer service.
Transparent reporting of activities, finances, actions etc.. and being open to answering questions from
various publics (open-door policy)
Open doors to all adults, human services
Nothing written down
Inclusion, open the center to the community
Nothing written down
Nothing written down
Nothing written down
Welcome all who come, greet with a smile
2.
a. Better use of volunteers run at the front desk
b. Caring
c. Relevant
d. Provide community environment
e. Compassion
f. Accountability
g. Inclusive
h. Fun
i. Safe place
Behavior or Action that would demonstrate this value:
Nothing written down
Having programs that mirror the needs of the community and providing a compassionate, friendly,
inviting environment
Moving forwards while keep our connection to the past.
Nothing written down
Compassion, human services
Nothing written down
Facility to serve all, Input from all recipients, safe, all decades 50-100+, physically accessible
Parties
Open, non-judgmental, communicate, share information
3.
a. Nothing written down
b. Cleanliness
c. Good Stewards of the community’s resources and people
d. Improve health and wellness
e. Inspiration
f. Adventure
g. Genuine connections
h. Trustworthy
i. Good effective communication
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Behavior or Action that would demonstrate this value:
Nothing written down
Maintaining a clean, healthy environment that is safe for individuals with compromised immune
systems. Having cleaning products (hand wipes, hand sanitizer) readily available (already in place)
Quality human services, fiscally responsible. For example, Ryan is in charge of natural areas and he has
to be a good steward which means he protects the natural areas, provides a place for people to connect
with nature, education, and cost, he takes it all into account.
Provide excellence and quality in all services rendered in the community
Inspiring the community through activities
Discovery, growth, participation, dynamic, celebration, inspiration, purpose, contribution
Intergenerational, listen to recipient needs
Nothing written down
Between staff of all levels, verbally and in print

What Else?
Please write anything else you wish LOACC to consider as we develop the vision of our future:
Continue to ask the questions.
Nothing written down
Nothing written down
Nothing written down
Leadership of the center, the current leadership drives the center in a positive direction.
Nothing written down
Thank you for opening this up to the public. We would like the opportunity to have a follow up meeting
got review and discuss before finalizing. Survey broader community. Hasn’t been done in 10+ years.
Things change.
Research options for grandparent’s ability to participate in classes and/or interact with others at the
center, i.e. 2 hours of free childcare. Consider that the space, set up of building is inhibiting use of ACC?
Nothing written down

COMMUNITY MEETING NOTES – OCT. 14, 2014
Hello LOACC team,
First of all, thank you all for your work in helping make this community engagement event happen. It
came together very nicely and I think we got some good information from it. You are all a pleasure to
work with.
The following document is meant to inform our continued conversations as we develop draft mission
statement, vision statement, values, and goals for LOACC.
This document contains:
1. The contents from the community engagement worksheets, clustered in thematic groups.
2. The contents of the community engagement notes, clustered in thematic groups.
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3. Consultant comments and some development work (to start the conversation, not as final
versions of anything)
The content has been clustered and organized by Shane to help make sense of all the information. There
are many ways to interpret this information and your unique perspective is important, so if you don’t
agree that’s great. Please bring your perspectives to our conversations or write them up and get them to
us (shane@taofm.com).
Please review this document and use the information to do a couple things:
1. Generate questions –
a. What more do you want to know?
b. What questions does the center need to answer to move forward in an informed
manner?
2. Develop drafts of the mission, vision, values, and goals.
We look forward to our continued work with you.
Sincerely, Shane & Doug
Forward Motion Facilitation
Summary of information
The following lists show an interpretation of the information generated at the meeting. For more detail
go further into the document.
Mission Overview:
Who should we serve?
Answer ranged from everyone to only 50+
The general feel seems to be to focus on adults while simultaneously keeping the center open to any an
all who wish to be involved.
What should we provide?
Worksheet Clustered Topics (# = number of ideas that support the cluster)
 Learning, culture and personal growth (7)
 Social Opportunities & Events – Community (7)
 Health, Fitness, Wellness & Aging (5)
 Opportunities to contribute (3)
 Support groups (3)
 Services (2)
 Recreation (2)
Vision Overview:
I took all the comments about how to change the current vision and synthesized them into a single
statement. This statement captures everything possible. It needs to be highly edited. In addition I
generated a second statement from the participants notes.
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Synthesized Vision Ideas from worksheet (draft in need of development & editing)
The LOACC is an all encompassing, fun, dynamic, indispensable, friendly, open, welcoming meeting place
and building where we connect to celebrate our lives and contribute to our community together, with
lots of people. It has holistic high quality services and an up beat, non-judgmental, energetic, receptive,
respectful, accommodating, nurturing staff with positive attitudes, who provide great customer service.
We provide on-going and ever-changing opportunities for adults to connect to the intergenerational LO
community through the staff, childcare, good food, and the coffee shop.
Synthesized Vision Ideas from participants notes
LOACC is a fun place to gather with friends, a focal point where we celebrate aging, promote
independence, and contribute to our community to enrich our body and soul. It is filled with vital
humanity and a variety of programs and activities that produce results, are inspiring, energetic, warm,
and meet the needs of the Adult community in LO. All LO residents are aware of the benefits and
services of the LOACC.
Goals overview
These are lists of the things that members/participants either want to continue doing or would like to
see in the future.
In answer to the question, “What would you like to see at LOACC in 5-10 years?” participants provided
specific and broad ideas. The ideas clustered into these possible categories:











Social: Celebration of life – Community contribution (7)
Culture/Climate in the org (4)
Volunteer opportunities (4)
Intergenerational (3)
Branding (3)
Direction & Vision (3)
Learning & growth opportunities (3)
New Facilities (2)
Expanded hours (2)
Maintain the status quo (1)

From the participants notes I generated these clusters to show what members might want. These are
very similar to what the center might provide (mission related).








Education & learning
Qualities of opportunities
Wellness & Health (independence)
New Facility
Community
Awareness: marketing, branding, & sales
Accessibility

Values
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Again, be very critical of what I present here. These are themes that came from my clustering of the
participants’ ideas. You may come up with a very different set of values from what they proposed.
Review the richer material later in this document.







Human Connection
Altruism & Stewardship
Provide for Community
Accountability
Positivity
Living Well

Mission Related Information
A mission describes whom the organization serves and what they do for them.
Current Mission: The LOACC is a community focal point that celebrates aging through creative, inspiring
and exciting opportunities that promote independence, as well as physical and emotional wellness.
Worksheet notes
Whom should the LOACC serve?
10. A gathering place for the 50+ community that fosters independence and strengthens physical
and emotional well-being.
11. People 50+
12. Seniors – at least 50+ for anyone who wants to come
13. Adults 50 and over in the L.O. Community
14. Adults – 40 to 50 (fifty is the new 40!)
15. Primarily 50+ with inclusion of all age groups in specific events
16. Adults
17. Entire Adult Community
18. The Community no age limits
Participant notes
Who we serve (mission)
 Adults 50 and over in the LO community
 HS volunteers
 Kids sometimes
 All adults 18 and older
 Don’t advertise 50+, we are really limiting ourselves.
 Is the demographic (50+) a problem? Why are the majority of users so very old? What attracts
them? Does that repulse a potential younger user group? Do you care? Can LOACC be more fun
to attract a younger crowd? Would a younger membership create a more sustainable
operation? Would you have to change the mix of activities to appeal to a younger membership?
Worksheet notes
What should the LOACC provide for them (products, services, experiences, outcomes, etc.)? …and why?
Clustered Topics (# = number of support ideas)
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Learning, culture and personal growth (7)
Social Opportunities & Events – Community (7)
Health, Fitness, Wellness & Aging (5)
Opportunities to contribute (3)
Support groups (3)
Services (2)
Recreation (2)

Cluster groups data:
Learning, culture and personal growth (7)
 Academic classes – high culture (i.e. museums)
 Lifelong learning/adult classes
 Learning opportunities
 Academic classes, increased cultural opportunities
 Continuing education
 Cultural (arts, wine, walk, culinary, fashion) – One day events- Travel programs (international)
 Learning Opportunities
Social Opportunities & Events – Community (7)
 Structure and person to coordinate storytelling night, open mic –song, poem etc..
 A safe warm space for events
 Community – sense of place, welcoming, hospitable
 Social engagement/Sense of Community
 A sense of being part of the community
 Social engagement
 Social (recreational) activities to engage in social interaction
Health, Fitness, Wellness & Aging (5)
 Broader fitness facility (to attract the newly retired)
 Fitness, health and wellness – nurturing a sense of community
 Wellness/independence
 Mental and physical wellness and good food
 Programs that deal with aging in a positive way
Opportunities to contribute (3)
 Opportunities to learn and contribute
 Social needs of all adults – outreach to the community
 Partner with community group (i.e. AA or single parents etc…)
Support groups (3)
 Wellness (support group) activities; fitness, health, wellness to maintain independence
 Support Groups for health related issues
 Support groups for health issues
Services (2)
 Human Services – wellness and interdependence – connect to resources
 Human service for support
Recreation (2)
 Recreational opportunities
 Recreational activities for social interaction
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Vision Statement Related Notes
A vision statement describes the ideal future state as if it already exists, in present tense. Visionary goals
are what must be created to make the vision real.
Worksheet notes
Current Vision Statement: The Center provides a dynamic, friendly and indispensable venue for the
community.
How might you change the current vision statement (add to it, take away from it, etc.)?
DRAFT VISION STATEMENT
The LOACC is an all encompassing, fun, dynamic, indispensable, friendly, open, welcoming meeting place
and building where we connect to celebrate our lives and contribute to our community together, with
lots of people. It has holistic high quality services and an up beat, non-judgmental, energetic, receptive,
respectful, accommodating, nurturing staff with positive attitudes, who provide great customer service.
We provide on-going and ever-changing opportunities for adults to connect to the intergenerational LO
community through the staff, child-care, good food, and the coffee shop.
9. Center provides welcoming and up beat presence to all coming into the center and provide high
quality services.
10. Words: on-going basis, accommodating, respectful, ever-changing, holistic, nurturing
11. Provide opportunities for adults to connect to the greater community. (We would like to addThat all LO residents are aware of the benefits/services of the LOACC.
12. Take away dynamic and indispensable – The ACC provides a place to connect in celebrating our
lives in our community together.
13. Provide opportunity for contribution, a welcome meeting place.
14. Intergenerational, Physically welcoming building that is all encompassing (kitchen, art studies,
exercise)
15. Fun, staffed, child care in space available, coffee shop. Note: When one adds a number 50+ it
limits.
16. Welcoming, open, upbeat, good food, non-judgmental, receptive, positive attitudes, customer
service, lots of people, more energy of staff
Participant notes
We are (vision) – what we can be in the future
LOACC is a fun place to gather with friends, a focal point where we celebrate aging, promote
independence, and contribute to our community to enrich our body and soul. It is filled with vital
humanity and a variety of programs and activities that produce results, are inspiring, energetic,
warm, and meet the needs of the Adult community in LO. All LO residents are aware of the benefits
and services of the LOACC.







Community focal point
Celebrates ageing
Promote independence
Vital to our humanity that who we are is a contributor
HS students
Vital to our humanity
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Inspiring
A busy energetic group- all involved in various activities. Warm and people are energized
All Lo residents are aware of the benefits and services of the LOACC
To meet the needs of the Adult Community in Lake Oswego
To provide a variety of programs to the Adult Community
To produce results (in particular with Fitness) but this can be with all classes
A fun place to gather with friends to enrich your body and soul

Goal Related Notes
These notes relate to what you might provide in the future (and may already provide) that center
members would like to see.
Worksheet notes
What would you like to see in place at LOACC in 5-10 years?
CLUSTERS
 Social: Celebration of life – Community contribution (7)
 Culture/Climate in the org (4)
 Volunteer opportunities (4)
 Intergenerational (3)
 Branding (3)
 Direction & Vision (3)
 Learning & growth opportunities (3)
 New Facilities (2)
 Expanded hours (2)
 Maintain the status quo (1)
CLUSTER DATA
Social: Celebration of life – Community contribution (7)
 A place to connect
 Poker nights
 More social opportunities
 Together as a community
 Celebrating life
 The human experience, a place to contribute to each other’s lives
 Events that bring in the community as a whole.
Culture/Climate in the org (4)
 Hustle and bustle with discussions and laughter
 Time flies with comradery and laughter
 More usage
 Culture of deep respect and positive engagement with each other (+ various ages)
Volunteer opportunities (4)
 Better use of volunteers run at the front desk
 Better use of volunteers
 Promote volunteer opportunities to support ACC.
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Adult center volunteer groups out in the community. Not a central location but spread out
through the community.
Intergenerational (3)
 Intergenerational activities, experiences
 Broader reach of programs (intergenerational) that can still cater to seniors (i.e. headsets for a
cooking class that be checked out)
 Intergenerational adults
Branding (3)
 Re-brand (i.e. “community center”
 Increased visibility
 Improve image and branding that stresses the full range of dynamic activities and opportunities.
Direction & Vision (3)
 More relevant
 A new director with more vision
 Implement new (or repurposed) ideas
Learning & growth opportunities (3)
 Expansion for new trends issues
 Travel
 Speakers/learning experiences
New Facilities (2)
 Pool
 New facilities (may be part of a larger community center)
Expanded hours (2)
 Expanded hours – evening and Sat. to accommodate families
 Expansion of activities into the evening to fit various lifestyles
Maintain the status quo (1)
 Maintaining current activities –
Participant notes
These notes can be used for both mission (what we do) and goals for the future. This is what
participants want to see at the center, which easily can translate into goals.
We provide… what participants would like to see
 Education & learning
 Qualities of opportunities
 Wellness & Health (independence)
 New Facility
 Community
 Awareness: marketing, branding, & sales
 Accessibility
Education & learning
 Formal classes about serious matters (co-learning sessions or traditional pedagogy)
 Used to have more classes, education – retired professors
 Adult Ed, more needed
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Lifelong learning
Adult education
Arts, Crafts
Storytelling
Life-long learning
Knitting
Card playing
Cooking classes
People sharing their skills and knowledge
Tutoring
Computer classes
Square dancing
Brain activity
Story telling night
Open mic night
Stir it up night
Contests
Knitting
Can we get some seniors to do a corn hole tournament with HS students? Seniors v. Seniors
Perfect Pairing: Young People Teaching Seniors About Technology
Free grandchild care for an hour or two
Olive said we need more philosophical classes
Board games-Pictionary, Outburst

Qualities of opportunities
 Creative, inspiring, exciting opportunities
 How do I keep growing?
 Inspiring and exciting opportunities
 Celebrate ageing
 Creative, inspiring opportunities
 Opportunities to grow
 Inviting, welcoming
Wellness & Health (independence)
 Physical and emotional wellness
 Adult recreational opportunities
 Wellness
 Independence
 Promoting independence, wellness
New Facility
 Library
 Full serve restaurant 5-6 days a week
 A coffee shop like Starbucks
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Contemplative quiet time room

Community
 Social sense of family
 Inclusive and supportive
 Warmly greeted
 Add different ages to interact
Awareness: marketing, branding, & sales
 Visibility
 Social media – get together
 Words we use and words they use
Accessibility
 Transportation for docs (Dr. appointments?),
 Expanded hours

Values related notes
An organization’s values are the principles and standards they hold.
Values guide behavior, decision-making, and action.
It often is easier to understand values by inserting value words and action statements into this sentence
We believe in…(insert value word here)…and to prove it we…(insert action here).
Worksheet notes
Current values
 Integrity
 Honesty
 Caring
 Compassion
 Accountability
 Adventure
 Cleanliness
What are the top 3 values LOACC should hold?
Clusters
 Human Connection
 Altruism & Stewardship
 Provide for Community
 Accountability
 Positivity
 Living Well
Human Connection
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Relationships,
 Active outreach to elders, customer service.
c. Caring and compassion.
b. Open doors to all adults, human services
e. Inclusion
b. Inclusion, open the center to the community
g. Inclusive
d. Facility to serve all, Input from all recipients, safe, all decades 50-100+, physically accessible
e. Inspiration
e. Inspiring the community through activities
g. Genuine connections
f. Intergenerational, listen to recipient need
Altruism & Stewardship
e. Compassion
b. Compassion, human services
f. Compassion
b. Caring
b. Having programs that mirror the needs of the community and providing a
compassionate, friendly, inviting environment
i. Safe place
c. Open, non-judgmental, communicate, share information
c. Good Stewards of the community’s resources and people
b. Quality human services, fiscally responsible. For example, Ryan is in charge of natural
areas and he has to be a good steward which means he protects the natural areas,
provides a place for people to connect with nature, education, and cost, he takes it all
into account.
Provide for Community
d. Meet the needs of the adult community
c. Relevant
c. Moving forwards while keep our connection to the past.
d. d. Provide community environment
b. Cleanliness
b. Maintaining a clean, healthy environment that is safe for individuals with compromised
immune systems. Having cleaning products (hand wipes, hand sanitizer) readily
available (already in place)
i. Good effective communication
b. Between staff of all levels, verbally and in print
Accountability
b. Accountability
d. Transparent reporting of activities, finances, actions etc.. and being open to answering
questions from various publics (open-door policy)
e. f. Accountability
f. h. Trustworthy
Positivity
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Positive!
b. “Hello” to everyone walking into the building,
i. Customer service
b. Welcome all who come, greet with a smile
Living Well
h. Wellness
h. Fun
d. Parties
d. Improve health and wellness
b. Provide excellence and quality in all services rendered in the community
f. Adventure
b. Discovery, growth, participation, dynamic, celebration, inspiration, purpose, contribution
Participant notes
Values?
 Celebrate
 Inspire
 Wellness
 Trustworthy
 Competitive
 Reliable
 Honest
 Communication and understanding
 Adventure – Discovery, Growth, Dynamic, Celebration, Inspiration
 Inspiring connectivity
 Community interaction
 Participation
 Purpose
 Contribution
 Vital to our humanity and human experience
 Compassion
 Meeting ourselves through each other
 Fun,
 Wellness,
 Inspiration,
 Safety,
 Security.
 It has created a culture that embodies succinct truthful heartfelt conversations to fulfill unique
personal identities and interest
Other things
Here are a few other notes, questions, and things that don’t fit into our mission, vision, values, and goals
rubric.
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Worksheet notes
Notes from worksheet
e. Continue to ask the questions.
f. Leadership of the center, the current leadership drives the center in a positive direction.
g. Thank you for opening this up to the public. We would like the opportunity to have a follow up
meeting got review and discuss before finalizing. Survey broader community. Hasn’t been done
in 10+ years. Things change.
h. Research options for grandparent’s ability to participate in classes and/or interact with others at
the center, i.e. 2 hours of free childcare. Consider that the space, set up of building is inhibiting
use of ACC?
Participant notes
Needs Analysis (issues and challenges)
 Age/demographic issues
 Needs of the community
 Organizational improvement
 Awareness
 Services, products and programs
 Facilities issues
 Issues in community that will impact LOACC
Age/demographic issues
 Chasm between younger and older
 Anticipate growth in Boomer population
 Dawn from P&R wanted to lower the minimum age to 40+ and to make the newsletter
attractive to younger people.
 Would that increase membership or usage significantly?
 Would the mix of products & services have to be changed to make LOACC relevant to a younger
membership?
Needs of the community
 What are needs of aging community – cognitive decline
 Are needs changing? If so how? (e.g. medical care)
 What would you like to see ACC do that it is not doing now?
 Meet changing needs of the LO adult community
Organizational improvement
 What can the ACC do to improve?
 Revenue needs
 Decrease dependence on m…? Funding
 Need new strategic plan – short time horizon
Awareness
 Social networking, fraternity, sense of community
 Image-branding
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Is communication of existence, products & services (that is, marketing & sales) effective? What
is the value proposition from user’s perspective?

Services, products and programs
 Are the products & services a problem? What makes members want to come to LOACC? Why
do people become members? Why do people not become members? Is it the stigma of being
an “old folks” place? What products are not up to par? What services are missing or not up to
par?
 Are meals on wheels counted as use? Why is LOACC providing meals on wheels? Is that
“mission-critical?”
 Better services, quality (target market)
Facilities issues
 The stairs are an obstacle, the elevator is not obvious, the rooms are small, and generally, the
space is chopped up and doesn’t flow. Is any renovation practical with public and/or private
money? The parking lot is too dark for seniors to use at night. The primary things that inform
the daily life of a senior citizen are safety and security. How does LOACC accomplish that with
onsite services?
Issues in community that will impact LOACC
 PCC classes too expensive
Actions we might take



Mandatory membership
Recruit members

Questions to ask and discuss
 Who to serve and how to serve them?
 How people can feel like they are contributing?
 How people can interact?
 Who are LOACC’s members or users right now?
 How have they changed over time and what does this mean for the future?
 How have your current programs impacted membership (e.g. How has meals on wheels
impacted membership? What about other programs in the organization and outside of it?)
 Does LOACC want to change that mix or merely to expand the users in all age groups?
 What are the products and services provided by LOACC right now?
 Which of them give the members the most value (pleasure, information, etc.)?
 Is location (place) a problem? Any alternatives? What about satellite facilities?
 Is the “venue” (that is, the facilities) a problem?
 Should LOACC expand into virtual space? Would seniors connect & engage in online?
My response to the email a participant sent in:
 Mission, vision, values. This is just standard rubric for consultants. There are way too many
buzzwords that inhibit critical thinking.
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My response to this: I believe this is the same guy that expressed his disagreement with our
approach in the meeting and accused me of “lip service”. He is correct in that mission, vision, and
values are standard rubric (which means established custom, titles, headings, and categories)…for
strategic planning. They help us identify, discuss, and develop key elements that guide the
organization to understand why it exists, who it serves, what it does for them, how they will behave,
and what future they are aiming for. I am sad that he makes these elements sound like a negative.
They are simply structures we use to better understand what we are doing and to focus our
conversations.
The contribution of time to the project by the members and users should be valued and not just
given lip service. Public participation is critical if LOACC is to be relevant to the community.
We are engaging public participation, so this is a good comment, and I can only imagine this person
is concerned about “lip service” because they have encountered a lot of community, government,
and organizational processes that bring people together just to bring people together so the legal
mandate can be met (you must check the box to move forward). This is obviously not the case in this
situation. I am very happy we have the opportunity to engage the community and most certainly
value their time.
The rest of this email generates a number of questions that we can discuss, if they are relevant to
the work we are currently doing (many of them are great strategic questions, but they are out of the
scope of what we are currently doing).
I’ve sorted the comments and pulled out the questions I think are relevant: They are listed above.

Comment of interest
Should LOACC be merely a social club or cheap county club for seniors? Resounding “no” to the
last question. Should it be a place—like a country club—where business development activities
occur? Again, a resounding
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LOACC COMMUNITY VISIONING MEETING PRESENTATION – OCT. 14, 2014
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LOACC COMMUNITY VISIONING MEETING – OCT. 2, 2014
Who: Lake Oswego Adult Community Center
What: Community Visioning Meeting
When: October 14th, 2014 6:00-8:00
Why: To inform the development of the vision, mission, values, and goals of the center
How: Facilitated meeting with ~? People
Rational Aim:
Deepen the community’s understanding of the history, context and purpose of the LOACC.
Generate input for the vision, mission, values, and goal development process.
Experiential Aim:
Have people leave feeling good about possibilities and even contemplating how they or their
organizations might be active with the LOACC.
Focus Question:
What vision of the future might we aspire to for the LOACC?
Objectives:




Deepen understanding of the organization’s history and current state
Stimulate creativity and rich discussions leading to generating:
 Clear mission elements
 Whom should/does the LOACC serve?
 What does the LOACC do for them?
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 What should the LOACC do for them?
 What does the LOACC need to do better and not do for them?
 Visionary ideas for LOACC
 What might the LOACC look like if it accomplishes its mission?
 What might be the impact if the LOACC fails in its mission?
 A set of core values and guiding principles
 What values should the LOACC hold?
 What behaviors or guidelines might they use to show these values in
action?
Inspire action by participants

Pre-Summit:









Send out information for participants to consider
Develop presentations
 LOACC history, current state
 Industry current state and interesting things going on
Develop worksheets
Confirm logistics
 Projector, screen
 Sign in/up sheets
 Materials
 Food and drink?
Prep posters (if any are appropriate)
Get the equipment list together

Roles:






Ann: Introduction
Shane: Facilitator
Doug: Technical and facilitation support
Volunteers and staff: Support

Time
5:00

Min
45

Activity
Set up
Run the quote slides
Play music
Set up the tables and logistics (handouts and materials)
Set up AV (projector, screen, music)
Set up registration
Posters

5:45

15

Mingle time/ Networking/ Registration

6:00

10

Introduction and context setting
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Welcome from Ann Adrian






Housekeeping, no formal breaks
Overview of why we are here
Goals: What information and ideas we hope to generate
Agenda (Mission, vision, values, goals)

Table introductions & Stories



6:20

15




5



20

Share the history of the LOACC
o Possible share out of experiences at tables
Share current state of industry and other interesting information that might
inform the conversation
If there is time, give a few minutes for table discussions about materials
people have read (aging report, current state of the industry, etc.)
Share the current mission, vision, & values

General Process



6:40

Name and Story sharing: a positive experience with a community center
Each person gets a minute

Background & History



6:35

72

Here are group guidelines (Take care of yourself, respect for time, ideas, and
people; need everyone’s wisdom to do our best work)
We will present information, you work with the worksheets individually,
then work at your table to create one final sheet

Work Session: Mission
Presentation: What is a mission?
Currently we serve –




Explain what this might look like
Age demographic 20-30/30-40/40-50/50-60/60-70 etc.

What we currently do –




Explain what this might look like
What are the different offerings they see and want depending on their
stage in life?

Work:





Whom should the LOACC focus on serving? (10 min table discussion)
What should the LOACC focus on providing or doing for them? (10 min)
Why?

At the end of each conversation, fill out the table worksheet.
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Capture top three: who and what and why
7:00

30

Work Session: Vision & Goals
Presentation: What is a vision, current vision?
Visualization: (10 min)
Exercise: You are a journalist in the future – the executive director is showing you
around the center. You heard it is the best center in the world and you have come to
write an article that shares why it has the reputation. What do you see, smell, feel,
hear, anticipate, and want to engage in? What are people doing? You see a schedule for
the next year, what is on it?
Open eyes, and write down the key points of your experience that you would like to see
come into existence at the LOACC
Imagine yourself in 5 years, etc.
Share most significant things at your table
Capture one from each person
At your table answer the question:
What would you like to see in place at LOACC in 5-10 years?

-

Pull ideas from your visioning
Consider what would inspire you, and that the center might aspire to
Consider what your children would tell you
Consider what your grandchildren would tell you

Choose the top 5-10 and put on the worksheet (ranked as best you can)
7:30

20

Work Session: Values
Presentation: What is a value, current values?
Discuss and decide on top five values
Generate one guiding principle or action per value that the LOACC might take to show
this value.
How might LOACC show this value in action?

7:50

10

Review, next steps, and close
Review what we have accomplished in the evening: Topics covered and information
gathered
Explain next steps on where the information will go and how it will be used – and how
they can keep up with the progress
Thank everyone for their time and thinking
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LOACC WORKPLAN

INITIAL ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING – AUG. 29, 2014
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Maria Bigelow
Ann Adrian
Gary
Jim
Berta
Pam
Ruth
Doug
Shane

Agenda: details
 Intros (name, location, passion)
o Shane; Strategy and innovation
o Doug: Clarity
o Ruth: doing the best work possible
o Berta: serving adults & families to create supporting programs
o Community service
o Gary: building innovation and construction
o Ann: Service excellence
o Pam: Making ACC as good as it can be: tax payer efficiency
 What struck us about what we’ve seen so far (Doug and Shane)
 Communications Channel clarity (Shane & Ann are points of contact: Everyone receives all
relevant emails until they indicate otherwise)
 Mind map to answer: Why? Outcomes (hopes)? Fears? What data to share?
 Overviewed the Lake Oswego Parks & Recreation mission statement; talked about structure of a
good mission & process for an idea cascade to inform their own mission.
 Worked through the timeline/work plan
Mind Map output
 LOACC Strategy Project
o Why are you doing it?
 Dealing with change
 Generational
 Impacts programming
 Mission, vision, values relevant to change
 Value system
o Is evolving
 $ impact
o The worries of members
o City economy
 Convince them of our value
 Accreditation
 Evaluate what we do
 Mission, vision, and values not current
 Relevancy
 We saw the baby boomers coming
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o Haven’t gotten ready
 Generation X: are we ready for them?
 10 years
o How do we evolve?
o Can we evolve?
 We must meet current demands and needs
Outcomes (hopes)?
 Improved communication
 Reminder of what you have
 Something to follow through on to make this a better place
 More opportunities for community
 Direction
 Provides opportunities
 Identify what isn’t working – get rid of it
 Makes us recognizable by the L.O. community
 Awareness in community
 People ask, “you’re there?”
 Like the library
 People find us when they need us
 Impact on ageism
 Awareness
 Negativity
 New change
 Create relationships not based on panic or emergency
Fears?
 Can we change
 What do we change to?
 Identifying what we can become
 Of mortality
 Ageism
 Intergenerational exposure
o Not wanted?
 That we finish and don’t capitalize on positive change
 This work will pull us away from our day to day jobs
 The project
 The work
 Will we have to drop things?
What to share? [ with the participants to give them ideas about what a community
center might become]
 How might we deliver this information?
 What we are currently interested in that will add value to the conversation
 Newsletter
 Relationship stories (Jim can write up 1 or 2)
 New innovative programs and activities
 Evidence based programming articles
 Each person find an article about something they are currently finding
interesting in the field and share that
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